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Harry Potter a quatorze ans et entre en quatriÃƒÂ¨me annÃƒÂ©e au collÃƒÂ¨ge de Poudlard. Une

grande nouvelle attend Harry, Ron et Hermione ÃƒÂ  leur arrivÃƒÂ©e : la tenue d un tournoi de

magie exceptionnel entre les plus cÃƒÂ©lÃƒÂ¨bres ÃƒÂ©coles de sorcellerie. DÃƒÂ©jÃƒÂ  les

dÃƒÂ©lÃƒÂ©gations ÃƒÂ©trangÃƒÂ¨res font leur entrÃƒÂ©e. Harry se rÃƒÂ©jouit... Trop vite. Il va

se retrouver plongÃƒÂ© au c ur des ÃƒÂ©vÃƒÂ©nements les plus dramatiques qu il ait jamais eu

ÃƒÂ  affronter.
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J.K. Rowling est l'auteur de Harry Potter, la saga de tous les records. Lus et aimÃƒÂ©s dans le

monde entier, les sept romans ont ÃƒÂ©tÃƒÂ© traduits dans 79 langues, vendus ÃƒÂ  plus de 450

millions d'exemplaires, couronnÃƒÂ©s de nombreux prix littÃƒÂ©raires et adaptÃƒÂ©s en 8 films

ÃƒÂ  succÃƒÂ¨s. J.K. Rowling a ÃƒÂ©galement publiÃƒÂ© trois ouvrages dans l'univers de Harry

Potter, dont les droits d'auteur sont reversÃƒÂ©s ÃƒÂ  des uvres de bienfaisance : Le Quidditch

ÃƒÂ  travers les ÃƒÂ¢ges, Les Animaux fantastiques, et Les Contes de Beedle le Barde. Elle a

signÃƒÂ© par ailleurs le scÃƒÂ©nario du film inspirÃƒÂ© des Animaux fantastiques, et a

contribuÃƒÂ© ÃƒÂ  l'ÃƒÂ©criture d'une piÃƒÂ¨ce de thÃƒÂ©ÃƒÂ¢tre, Harry Potter et l'Enfant

Maudit. En 2012, J.K. Rowling a lancÃƒÂ© Pottermore, un site internet oÃƒÂ¹ les fans peuvent

dÃƒÂ©couvrir de nouveaux textes et s'immerger dans le monde des sorciers. J.K. Rowling

ÃƒÂ©crit aussi pour les adultes, notamment des romans policiers sous le pseudonyme de Robert

Galbraith. Pour ses services rendus ÃƒÂ  la littÃƒÂ©rature jeunesse, J.K. Rowling a reÃƒÂ§u des



prix et rÃƒÂ©compenses prestigieux, dont l'ordre d'Officier de l'Empire britannique, la LÃƒÂ©gion

d'honneur et le prix Hans Christian Andersen.Jean-FranÃƒÂ§ois MÃƒÂ©nard est ÃƒÂ©crivain et

traducteur de nombreux ouvrages pour la jeunesse, comme Ã‚Â«Harry PotterÃ‚Â» ou

Ã‚Â«Artemis FowlÃ‚Â». Il est nÃƒÂ© ÃƒÂ  Paris en 1948 oÃƒÂ¹ il vit encore. Il a ÃƒÂ©tudiÃƒÂ© la

philosophie, a travaillÃƒÂ© pour le cinÃƒÂ©ma et a publiÃƒÂ© de nombreux ouvrages. Il voue une

grande passion aux voitures anciennes et ÃƒÂ  la gastronomie. --This text refers to the Paperback

edition.

Purchased this Livre Audio (French language audio book) as a gift for a Harry Potter fan taking HS

French 3. The recordings are high quality with a native French speaker, so it makes following the

familiar story easy. Because the story is familiar, you can perfect your ear and accent. If the mp3's

are loaded onto an ipod, you can adjust the speed of the speech to make it easier to understand.

Adler's Foreign Books is the best book seller I've dealt with in a very, very long time. Package

arrived within about 4 days, well before the earliest estimated delivery date. Book in beautiful

condition, as described! Makes my review of French grammar & vocab so much fun, translation

seems excellent.

This book is wonderful and is one of the best ways to study French. It is by far the best and most

enjoyable learning tool for its cost. The vocabulary is just diverse enough to stretch the dedicated

student, but comes in the midst of an engrossing story which will draw any reader through chapters

and chapters of beloved story. The familiarity of Harry Potter is a great asset in reading this book, as

it can help you understand the story and figure out unfamiliar words. Also, it motivates you to read

the entire thing from start to finish. Harry Potter is highly entertaining in any language and will

provide a great learning experience. I read this book for fun in English, and it was still fun when I

read it in French. Learning the language just comes as a nice bonus.

I have to admit that I enjoyed book four less than the other three--when I read it in English. For

some reason the story seemed fragmentary, overly complex, and poorly focused. I felt the movie

brought a greater sense of direction and theme to the story. After having read the book again in

French, however, I'm inclined to feel I misjudged it. I suppose, having to focus my own attention

more closely to read the material in a foreign language, I saw the mental lines along which the story

was constructed more clearly. The author is truely brilliant.As before, this book in French, too, is a



wonderful way to learn the language. Book four is definitely more complex in vocabularly and

gramatical structure than the earlier books, just as it is in English, but also as in English, it coaxes

the reader along, encouraging him or her to stretch a little bit to understand that word or that

sentence, to be just a bit more patient and put it all together. Reading Harry in French gave me once

again that same sense of joy I had when learning to read in the first place.

I am learning French and bought the Harry Potter books to supplement my textbook and the

language-learning apps I put on my phone. So far, just from flipping through the pages, I know that it

will be both rewarding and challenging to learn Harry Potter through the lense of another language

and culture.

I bought this book to practice my French. I've read the Harry Potter books so often that it has

already helped me pick up on the syntax and grammar. Paired with two French-learning apps and

my French textbook, I think I have the next three semesters of French in the bag!

All of the Harry Potter books are very good. J.K. Rowling is a proficient writers with a keen intellect

and a vast knowledge of human nature. I've only read the books in French but I've seen the movies

in Engish. The books are better than the movies in my opinion and and the movies are top drawer.

love it!
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